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Definitions

Consult: “To deliberate on: discuss; to ask 
the advice of: seek the opinion of; to have 
prudent regard to”
Consultation: “The act of consulting or 
conferring; deliberation of two or more 
persons on some matter” 

(Webster’s Third International Dictionary, 1986).



Definitions

Consultation means the process of seeking, 
discussing, and considering the views of 
other participants, and, where feasible, 
seeking agreement with them regarding 
matters arising in the section 106 process.

(36CFR800.16(f))



Questions for Panel

When involving non-agency parties in consultation ("additional 
consulting parties" viz. 36 CFR 800.2(f)(5)), how much flexibility does 
the agency have relative to scale of the undertaking and its anticipated 
effects? In other words, does an agency have to make the same effort 
to involve such parties for a minor pavement maintenance project as it 
does for a new road on a new location?
What’s the difference between Section 106 consulting parties and 
public participation under NEPA?  Aren’t federal agencies encouraged 
to use existing procedures for public involvement under NEPA to 
involve the public in 106?
Is it adequate to solicit the involvement of local governments as 
consulting parties concurrent with scoping for NEPA?
What’s the best way to convey to consulting parties that they are 
commenting and not directing?



More Questions

How does an agency manage consulting parties who may not 
be “expert” historic preservationists? 
If an agency receives written comments from “additional 
consulting parties”, is the agency required to respond back in 
writing, or can the response be by phone or e-mail and 
documented?
How should an agency respond to consulting party comments 
that have nothing to do with effects on historic properties (e.g., 
impacts to scenic byways, loss of non-historic public facilities, 
etc.)?
In instances of adverse effects/MOAs, is it required that all 
“additional consulting parties” be invited to concur in the 
agreement, even in situations when they have no active role in 
carrying out any commitments?



More Questions

How often are requests for consulting party status declined by FHWA? 
Are there instances in which it is appropriate to deny a request (e.g., a 
requestor simply wants to “stop the project”)?
How much consultation is enough when it is clear that consulting 
parties are just trying to delay or stop the project? 
At what point should an agency “yield” to the requests of a local 
Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) and is a response required 
after that party provides comments? Consider a situation in which the 
agency and SHPO have agreed to treatment measures in a 
Memorandum of Agreement and the local HPC subsequently asks for 
more.
What is the most effective way to contact Native American tribes as 
consulting parties to increase the likelihood that the tribe will respond? 
Is regular mail, e-mail or some other form of communication best?



More Questions

Is it necessary to invite all of the consulting parties to participate 
in every meeting and to comment on every draft agreement 
document? 
What if an Indian tribe or an NGO joins consultation late in the 
process and raises concerns about steps of the process that 
have already been completed? 
How much authority does the SHPO have to question an 
agency’s level-of-effort in involving consulting parties?
Does the agency official need to formally notify requesting 
parties that they have been accepted as consulting parties in 
Section 106? 



More Questions

At what point should we notify the ACHP and/or invite its 
participation? 
Sometimes there is just not enough time to consult with a large 
number of people. How can we meet internal time frames for 
completing environmental review and engage consulting parties 
in good faith? 
What is a federal agency’s responsibility for keeping consulting 
parties informed about progress in Section 106 review? We 
sometimes don’t hear anything from them for a year or more. 
Consulting parties keep asking the same question. What do we 
do to move on? 



Your Questions!
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